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SUMMARY

In 2018, the market potential for honeycomb
paperboard in the UAE is estimated to be around
60,000 tons a year, which leaves it far from fulfilled.
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The market presents a great opportunity because,
internationally, demand for honeycomb paperboard is
exploding due to the boom in e-commerce and online
retail. The UAE (which is one of the countries that
consume the most paper in the world) is following the
same pattern of international growth.
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SECTOR OVERVIEW

SECTION A PRODUCTS OR SERVICES,
MARKETS AND CLIENTS
Honeycomb structure is a six sided polygonal shape
that results into very high strength of a structure by
uniformly distributing load to a large area. Even a
material such as Kraft paper in the form of honeycomb
structure results into so much strength that it can lift a
load in tonnes. This form of packaging is made by
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conglutination of paper bands into series of hexagons
that are similar to honeycomb structure, and are then
sandwiched between two sheets. The properties of
honeycomb packaging are low material consumption,
low weight, difficulty to deform, resistance to pressure,
shock and bending, good cushioning performance, and
recyclability. Increasing demand for lightweight,
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environment friendly, and low cost packaging is
driving the growth of honeycomb packaging market.
Honeycomb is gradually replacing bubble wrap, EPE,
thermos-cool, EP foam, mineral wool, particle boards,
rock wool, PUF, MDF, and wood in various packaging
solutions. Thus, the rising focus on making packaging
materials suitable to the environment and sustainable is
expected to work in favour of the global market.
Companies such as Dell and Ikea have begun phasing
out polystyrene foam packaging and major companies
— Amazon, McDonald’s, Target and Walmart – are
phasing out the foam.
Studies indicate that each year, around 8 million metric
tons of plastic enter the world's oceans. In an
endeavour to stop plastic pollution, governments in
more than 60 countries have introduced levies and bans
to combat single-use plastic waste.
So far, honeycomb factories constitute less than 2% of
the total volume of companies in the paper industry in
any market.
Honeycomb packaging is gaining a strong foothold in
a range of end-user industries that are in constant need
of protective packaging. Any market that’s anticipated
to register a significant growth rate in the coming years
(due to rapid urbanization and increased penetration of
end-user industries) is expected to witness a high rate
of growth in honeycomb packaging demand.
The emergence of e-commerce industry (from online
platforms and retailers going online) and the
subsequent demand for transport of goods has
provided the global market a phenomenal boost. The
increasing demand is directly related to the high
growth rate in the manufacturing industry too.
Demand growth in honeycomb paper is attributed to
the size of end-user industries.

SECTION B SECTOR PERFORMANCE
The paper products industry has registered
tremendous growth in the UAE during the past five
decades and has proven its resilience despite the
challenging environment and slowdown in the global
economy.
Paper bowls and boxes of cardboard account for the
largest number of companies’ activities (100),
followed by cans and paper containers (60), packing
and packaging (46), paper napkins and towels (40)
and paper bags (34).
Projects in this industrial sector are economically
viable and attract investment, a fact that’s reflected in
the operational and survival rate of companies that
approaches a 98% survival rate. The increase in the
number of new businesses highlights the increase in
demand. But before purchasing machinery and
equipment, businessmen must gather data and conduct
a preliminary study on the volume of demand in the
target markets, as the expected sales volume in the
local market and export opportunities to neighbouring
markets determine the production capacity of paper
production machines.
The economic slowdown in the United Arab Emirates
also hit the packaging industry, with many packaging
categories including food, beauty and personal care,
soft drinks and home care registering slower growth in
retail unit volume terms since 2017. Companies looked
for alternative ways to drive sales such as offering
larger pack sizes and multipacks, which are seen as
more economical, as well as offering smaller packs
which are more affordable. Eco-friendly packaging is
becoming a growing priority as the number of
international brands offering organic, chemical-free
and natural products in the United Arab Emirates is
increasing. This fact is resulting in a rise in ecofriendly packaging. Such products are available
through hypermarkets as well as supermarkets and are
competitively priced.

As the demand for protective packaging grows in enduser industries such as consumer goods, automotive,
and furniture among others, the honeycomb
packaging market will witness significant expansion:
in the next 5 years, the global market is projected to
expand at 5.7%.
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SECTION C UNIQUE PRODUCT FEATURES
Honeycomb structures reduces density and increases
shear and compression properties. This enables in
minimizing the material usage and maximizes strength.
Honeycomb packaging is 100% bio-degradable and
recyclable, lightweight, shock absorbent, and does not
change in dimensions with temperature variations. It
provides advantages such as easy handling and
transportation, easy disposal, and low cost.
Honeycomb is good as shock absorber, bracing,
cradling, void fillers and cushion. The unique design of
honeycomb packaging products gives them advantage
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over their substitutes such as corrugated boxes, EPS,
and wood. Honeycomb paperboard packaging products
include pads, spacer, fillers, and pallets, which are used
for filling empty spaces, block and bracing, and
wrapping.
Paper is the material that provides high insulation,
thermal as well as electrical, making the paper
honeycomb board suitable for packaging of electrical
and mechanical components and machinery. All the
above-stated properties are responsible for the
preference of various industries for using the paper
honeycomb board over any other plastic protective
packaging and has driven the market of the same.
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MARKETING
SECTION D MARKET DEFINITION
Honeycomb paperboard packaging will appeal to any
and all industries where end-buyers are targeted and
shipments require protection to prevent damages.
Honeycomb paperboard is an innovative and unique
alternative to the wood and plastic packaging.
Honeycomb paperboards have 95% air and 5%
material, resulting in lower cargo weight, less loading
time, efficient transportation, and reduced cost when
used. In fact, the use of honeycomb paperboard
products can reduce the overall cost of packaging by a
maximum 30%.
But honeycomb paperboard is not a well-known
packaging solution among consumers, therefore
vendors need to apply special sales force to sell their
honeycomb paperboard products. Initially, this can
result in extra cost but will give better return in the
long run.
SECTION E MARKET RESEARCH
Our study suggests that corrugated cardboard
constitutes around 60% of global production and
consumption of paper, or paper consumption per
capita. Out of that, honeycomb paperboard represents
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a minimum 20% that’s increasing exponentially (up to
40%) because of the sharp increase in e-commerce and
logistics.
The value of packaging used in e-commerce is rising at
25% per year in the UAE because of e-commerce.
E1 UAE Paper consumption per capita in 2018
E1.1

We estimate that the UAE paper
consumption per capita is 139 Kgs (or the
equivalent of 1.3 Million tons of paper),

E1.2

Corrugated cardboard constitutes an
average 55% of total paper consumption
per capita, or the equivalent of 76 Kgs
(=139 Kgs x 55%),

E1.3

Out of that 76 Kgs, honeycomb
paperboard is estimated to constitute
around 6.3 Kgs/Capita (or 8 % of the
corrugated paper market). For a UAE
population of 9.5 Million, total honeycomb
paper market size in the Emirates is
expected to be around 60,000 tons (= 9.5
Million x 6.3 Kgs/Capita).
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Diagram 1: Breakdown of the paper market

paper

Wrappings

A. Packaging

Sanitary

Cases

A1. Corrugated

Newsprint

Printing/Writing

A11.
Honeycomb
Table 1: Paper consumption per capita in the UAE

*The state of the global paper industry 2018, by Environmental Paper Network
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Diagrams: Usage of corrugated paperboard compared to other paper products

*Worldwide packaging, all4pack 2017

*Confederation of European Paper Industry 2018
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*The state of the global paper industry 2018, by Environmental Paper Network

E2 Market segments
E2.1 By type
The honeycomb paperboard packaging market is divided into the following segments:
Interior packaging
Exterior packaging
Pallets
Other types

Type

The top three revenue generating segments
for the global honeycomb paperboard
packaging market are discussed below:
E2.1.1 Honeycomb paperboard exterior
packaging
Exterior packaging materials refer to
the outer containers and boxes in
which the products are packed before
being shipped and transported. They
are the overall outer packaging
which cover the entire product and
help in safe transportation from the
seller to the buyer. The exterior
packaging segment is expected to
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Percentage of Sales
36.00%
32.00%
12.00%
20.00%

dominate the global market in the
coming years owing to continued
demand from end-user industries
such as automobiles, furniture, and
consumer goods. It’s projected to
expand at a growth rate of 5.5
percent over the next five years as
the demand for cartons, boxes,
crates, and containers continues to
rise. Exterior packaging held a
dominant stance in the global market
as of 2015 and is expected to do so in
the coming years as well.
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E2.1.2 Honeycomb paperboard interior
packaging
The global honeycomb paperboard
interior packaging market is expected
to post a growth rate close to 6%
during the next five years. The
segment has the highest growth rate
among all segments. This is mainly
because honeycomb paperboard is
shock resistant, can be moulded into
any shape, and provides cushioning.
The ease of moulding it into any
shape makes it very useful in
packaging of products with different
shapes.

Honeycomb paperboard pallets will
gain preference over pallets made of
other material pallets such as wood
and metal. This is because of the
properties of high strength,
durability, dimensional stability, and
lighter weight of honeycomb
paperboard. Honeycomb paperboard
pallets can be 60% lighter than wood
pallets.
E2.2 By thickness
E2.2.1 Up to 15 mm
E2.2.2 15mm to 30 mm
E2.2.3 Above 30 mm

E2.1.3 Honeycomb paperboard pallets
Demand from logistics sector will be
the key driver for the growth of the
honeycomb paperboard pallets
segment. The use of palletized
storage and transportation is one of
the key considerations in modern
logistics as it enables operational
efficiency in terms of material
handling. The growing need for safe,
efficient, and easier transportation
solutions especially for end-user
industries such as dairy, cement,
retail, chemical, automobile, and
food and beverage, is benefitting the
pallet market significantly.
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E2.3 By sector
End-user industry
− Food and beverage

− Furniture

− Electronics

− Personal care

− Chemicals

− Appliances

− Home care

− Pharmaceuticals

− Rubber and plastic

− Healthcare

− Agriculture and floriculture

− Electrics

− Retail

− Pesticides

− Logistics and freight

− Building and construction (clay
board, cement ducts and doors
etc.)
− Oil and lubricants

− Courier and e-commerce

− Automobile

− Industrial parts

− Confectionery, crisps and snacks

− Diary and juices

− Poultry and fish

− Frozen foods

− Pet foods

− Glass products

− Textiles

− Relocations and movers

E2.4 By special characteristics
E2.4.1
E2.4.2
E2.4.3
E2.4.4
E2.4.5
E2.4.6

Water-repellent honeycomb paper
Fire-resistant honeycomb paper
Graphic honeycomb paper
Continuous honeycomb paper
Expanded honeycomb paper
Blocks honeycomb paper

E3 Historical sales breakdown analysis
Manufacturer A
Confidential information withheld
Description

Sales – boxes
Sales - edge boards
Trading Items:
slip sheets, donnage bags
Sales-HCB
Sales – pallets
Sales-pall runs
Sales-flat board
Sales-Honey core
Sales-wrap round
Total sales
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Percentage of total
48%
24%
13%
8%
6%
1%
1%
0%
0%
100%
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E4 Pricing analysis
Manufacturer A
Confidential information withheld
Selling price

Description

Historical Data
6,400 AED/Ton

E5 Distribution
E5.1 Direct sales
E5.2 Export sales
E5.3 Length of the sales cycle
E5.3.1 Bargaining power of suppliers
Currently, there are less than a
handful of honeycomb paperboard
manufacturers in the UAE. With
demand for sustainable packaging
rapidly increasing and the booming
e-commerce sector activity, it’s
expected that many more new
entrants will enter the market
shortly.

E5.3.2 Bargaining power of buyers
Corporate buyers maintain large
stocks of packaging materials in
their inventories. It’s estimated that
any buyer may take at least 6
months to dispose of its existing
packaging stocks before accepting
to take delivery of any new
honeycomb packaging materials.

E6 Positioning
It’s advised for a new honeycomb paperboard
manufacturer to position itself as an innovative
entity that’s providing solutions to reduce
packaging costs of sellers and to improve the
buyers’ shopping experiences. Management is
advised to position its products as “Advanced
solutions to real-life challenges” instead of
“Another type of packaging materials”.
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The sales team’s approach, arguments and tools
and the marketing campaign (digital ads, website
etc.) must all provide numerical data about costsavings and financial benefits in addition to buyers’
experiences. The company’s sales and marketing
strategy must trigger and create interest; it must
educate about honeycomb cardboard benefits in
order to break into new markets and niches.
The info we have about market competition
suggests that they’re following a conventional
positioning strategy where sales are concentrated to
only a handful of key accounts and production
capacity is at best around 50%.
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E7 Honeycomb paperboard manufacturers
Key manufacturers
MENA and the GCC
Dopack
Andalus Group
Manufacturer A

Description

Country
Egypt
KSA
UAE

Key manufacturers
International
1.

Tetra Laval

2.

International
Company

5.

Graphic
Packaging
International
Corporation

6.

Sappi Limited

9.

Mondi Group

10. Oji Paper

11. Smurfit Kappa

12. Metsa Group

13. Yoj Pack-Kraft

14. Amcor Limited

15. Grief, Inc.

16. Westrock Company

17. Mauser Group

18. International
Company

19. Wuxi Sifang Drums
Limited Company

20. Bemis Company, Inc.

21. Orora Limited

22. Sigma
Group

23. Tekni-Films, Inc.

24. Honicel, Cartoflex

26. B.A.G. Corp.

27. Nefab Group

28. RDA bulk packaging

29. Cascades Inc

30. Corint Group

31. Grigeo
kartonas

33. Forlit

34. Honeycomb Cellpack

35. Bestem

36. Dufaylite
Developments

37. L’Hexagone

38. Tivuplast,
QK
Honeycomb Products

39. Emin Leydier

40. Axxor

42. HonECOre
Paper
Honeycomb Solutions

43. Honeycomb Products
anc.

44. Multi-Wall Packaging

25. Sealed
Corporation

41. Rebul
Packaging
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Air

Custom

Paper

Paper
Plastics

3.

Rengo

4.

WestPack

7.

DS Smith

8.

Amcor

klaipedos

32. Axxion Industries
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RISK ANALYSIS
SECTION F TYPES OF BUSINESS RISKS –
PRODUCT SUBSTITUTES
F1 Flexible packaging
Flexible packaging combines the best qualities of
plastic, film, paper and Aluminium foil to deliver
a broad range of protective properties
while employing a minimum of material.
Typically taking the shape of a bag, pouch, liner,
or overwrap, flexible packaging is defined as any
package or any part of a package whose shape can
be readily changed. Flexible packages are used for
consumer and institutional products and in
industrial applications, to protect, market, and
distribute a vast array of products. Leading the
way in packaging innovation, flexible packaging
adds value and marketability to food and non-food
products alike. From ensuring food safety and
extending shelf life, to providing even heating,
barrier protection, ease of use, resealability and
superb printability, the industry continues to
advance at an unprecedented rate.
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F2 Tougher honeycomb alternative materials
The honeycomb structure is suitable for
strengthening any type of material, whether it is
plastic, paper or metal. Paper honeycomb fails to
withstand a certain level of load that’s below that
of plastic honeycomb and Aluminium honeycomb
panels. Since the continuous development of
plastic materials has resulted in materials which
are lightweight, biodegradable, recyclable and
high strength, plastic honeycomb boards are
capable of withstanding much higher loads than
paper honeycomb board. Thus, the superior
strength of plastics has proven to be a restraint for
the paper honeycomb board market.
F3 Lengths of packaging contracts
Buyers are likely to have committed to lengthy
contracts when it comes to buying packaging
materials locally or from abroad. Procurement
managers usually negotiate on large volumes and
values to achieve economies of scale and to get
better prices and payment terms.
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PUBLICATIONS
“On AI and Energy: The Hidden Costs” and other publications are available for download from our publications
page.
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HOW CAN WE HELP
SERVICE RANGE
The Seven Wise Men can help you build your
company to the top and to export strong brands. All
of this can be done in a fraction of the time and
many times the quality of work and return on
investment.
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The Seven Wise Men focuses exclusively on
developing strategic plans for companies in a
variety of sectors.
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CONTACT US
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The Seven Wise Men
The Achievement consultancy

P
E
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P

+971 4 441 9135
admin@thesevenwisemen.net
www.thesevenwisemen.net
500717, Dubai, U.A.E.

Follow us on

LinkedIn
Twitter
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